
 

Last week, Google proposed a new Topics API as part of the ongoing Privacy Sandbox initiative, a privacy-friendly method 
to preserve targeted advertising without third-party cookies. This proposal replaces FLoC, which was shelved after testing 
and feedback from regulators and industry partners. Topics API is intended to enable user-level targeting with a focus on 
privacy by processing and sharing less information with advertisers than current cookie-based capabilities.

Topics collects interests from Chrome users based on browsing history privately, on their device, and shares those Topics 
—examples include “Fitness” and “Billiards”— instead of user IDs, to facilitate privacy-conscious ad personalization. To 
protect user privacy, the initial proposal calls for five Topics to be generated weekly based on a user’s activity; then to share 
three Topics to each participating Publisher to further improve the anonymity of an individual’s Topics signal.
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Key Open Questions
● Will this address regulator & user privacy concerns?
● Can advertisers implement frequency caps for 

Topics-based campaigns?

● Would/could other browsers adopt this framework?
● How will publishers be able to influence the Topics 

assigned to the content on their sites?

Technical Information

Short Term Impact Long Term Impact

Users ● Much greater visibility and control over 
how you can be targeted

○ Taxonomy is clear to users and 
excludes sensitive subjects

○ Browsing data persists for 3 weeks 
and can be edited

● Configuration and usability remains unclear
○ About half of web traffic in the US uses Chrome so 

it’s not valuable to all users
○ Users may need to manage Topics within each device 

adoption more difficult, and these tools are still under 
development

Publishers ● Content categories are more generalized 
than FLoC and other industry taxonomies

○ In initial launch, ~350 topics to be 
included, but expected to grow 
(FLoC had ~32k cohorts)

○ Publishers must adopt API; adoption 
will take time to scale

● Domain-level topic generation could pose challenges for 
sites with lots of content

○ Topics generated at the domain level rather than the 
page level - so “finance.newssite.com” may be 
understood as Finance, while “newssite.com/finance” 
falls under its more general grouping, News

○ Long-term management of the taxonomy is still 
unclear

Advertisers ● Preserves some targeting capabilities 
without third-party cookies

○ No immediate usability within 
buying platforms

○ Testing to begin globally in 2022

● More work needed to integrate Topics into advertising 
ecosystem

○ Measurement and attribution approaches to 
Topics-based campaigns are in development

○ How detailed can Topics become to make this more 
useful than traditional contextual targeting?

https://blog.google/products/chrome/get-know-new-topics-api-privacy-sandbox/
https://www.adexchanger.com/privacy/meet-topics-api-googles-latest-addition-to-the-privacy-sandbox-its-basically-floc-2-0/?oly_enc_id=4979J8175745D9Y
https://adage.com/article/digital-marketing-ad-tech-news/google-reveals-latest-attempt-cookies-replacement/2394876?utm_source=ad-age-digital-tuesday&utm_campaign=20220125&utm_medium=email&adobe_mc=MCMID%3D50917299171774601044362080429301659675%7CMCORGID%3D138FFF2554E6E7220A4C98C6%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS%3D1643645231&utm_content=hero-headline&CSAuthResp=1%3A%3A2108652%3A0%3A24%3Asuccess%3AADC1CAFCC4D419CC600A81CD7FF0BE27
https://github.com/jkarlin/topics

